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Storyline
What are we talking about?
What might life be like?
Is there anyone to talk to? [ SETI ]
How do we communicate? [ CETI ]
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Earth
There are 100 billion
galaxies, and a billion
trillion stars, but this is
the only world we know
with life
It is, as far as we know,
unique in this regards
Is there other life in the
Cosmos? How do we
find out?
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Other Worlds
As of 26 Jan 2010,
we know of 429
worlds beyond our
own solar system
Still no worlds like
the Earth
There are places
(perhaps) that could
harbor life...
What might life look
like? What should
we be looking for?
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Harsh Environments
We might despair of ever finding life elsewhere, considering the relatively
hostility of the Universe on most planetary bodies
But if you look at life on Earth, we find life in unexpectedly harsh places:
high acid, high alkalinity, high pressure, extreme dryness, extreme cold,
extreme heat, extreme chemical activity...
Lifeforms that live in extreme environments are called extremophiles.
Most of them are microbic.
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Harsh Environments
We might despair of ever finding life elsewhere, considering the relatively
hostility of the Universe on most planetary bodies
But if you look at life on Earth, we find life in unexpectedly harsh places:
high acid, high alkalinity, high pressure, extreme dryness, extreme cold,
extreme heat, extreme chemical activity...
Lifeforms that live in extreme environments are called extremophiles.
Most of them are microbic.
There are 6,000,000,000 humans on Earth; together we mass about 100
million tons
There are 5,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 bacteria on Earth;
they mass 2 billion tons (20x human race)
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Extremophile Adaptations
We know of no known
examples of life off of Earth.
Tantalizing evidence in a
Martian meteorite found in
Antarctica (ALH84001)
Fossilized bacteria?
Still much debate
Possible example of
panspermia – seed life
spreading from world to world
(e.g. by asteroid impacts)
Microbes, microbes. What
about aliens like us?
6
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The Drake Equation
Frank Drake proposed an equation to estimate the number of
civilizations we could communicate with in the Universe
Estimate 7 numbers, and multiply!

N = N*·Fp·Ne·F1·Fi·Fc·Fl
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The Drake Equation
Drake
(1961)
N* (stars)
Fp (planets)
Ne (support)
F1 (life)
Fi (intelligent)
Fc (communicate)
L (Lifetime)

N = Number of
civilizations we
could talk to

Sagan
(1980)

10/yr
10/yr
0.5
0.5
2
2
1
1
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
10,000 yr 50,000 yr
10

50

Best Guess
(Today)

Dinosaur
Scenario

6/yr
0.5
2
1
0.01
0.01
71 yr

6/yr
0.5
2
1
0.01
0.01
160 Myr

0.04

96,000
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Communicating
The distances in the Cosmos
are vast – communicating is a
long term proposition
There are many obstacles!
Broadcasters have to get the
signal noticed!
Listeners have to interpret
the signal!
Use radio telescopes to send
digital messages
Use mathematical principles
and astrophysics quantities
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The Arecibo Message
In 1974, we sent a
message consisting of
1679 digits toward the
globular cluster in
Hercules (25,000 lyr away)
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The Arecibo Message
00000010101010000000000001010000010100000001001000100010001001011001010101010101010
10010010000000000000000000000000000000000000110000000000000000000110100000000000000
00000110100000000000000000010101000000000000000000111110000000000000000000000000000
00001100001110001100001100010000000000000110010000110100011000110000110101111101111
10111110111110000000000000000000000000010000000000000000010000000000000000000000000
00010000000000000000011111100000000000001111100000000000000000000000110000110000111
00011000100000001000000000100001101000011000111001101011111011111011111011111000000
00000000000000000000100000011000000000100000000000110000000000000001000001100000000
00111111000001100000011111000000000011000000000000010000000010000000010000010000001
10000000100000001100001100000010000000000110001000011000000000000000110011000000000
00001100010000110000000001100001100000010000000100000010000000010000010000000110000
00001000100000000110000000010001000000000100000001000001000000010000000100000001000
00000000011000000000110000000011000000000100011101011000000000001000000010000000000
00001000001111100000000000010000101110100101101100000010011100100111111101110000111
00000110111000000000101000001110110010000001010000011111100100000010100000110000001
00000110110000000000000000000000000000000000011100000100000000000000111010100010101
01010100111000000000101010100000000000000001010000000000000011111000000000000000011
11111110000000000001110000000111000000000110000000000011000000011010000000001011000
00110011000000011001100001000101000001010001000010001001000100100010000000010001010
00100000000000010000100001000000000000100000000010000000000000010010100000000000111
1001111101001111000

What’s that sound like?
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The Arecibo Message
The Arecibo Message is actually a digital image of sorts.
Mathematical principle: there are 1679 digits. 1679 can be
factored into two prime numbers:
1679 = 23 x 73
Take the digits, and make a picture grid which is either:
(23 tall and 73 wide) or (73 tall and 23 wide)
If you have a 1, shade in the grid square
If you have a 0, leave the grid square blank
Sometimes, there is a primer, to help you find one of the prime
factors, or to teach you how to read the message
13

The Arecibo Message
The 23 tall x 73 wide doesn’t look like much:
0000001010101000000000000101000001010000000100100010001000100101100101010
1010101010100100100000000000000000000000000000000000001100000000000000000
0011010000000000000000000110100000000000000000010101000000000000000000111
1100000000000000000000000000000000110000111000110000110001000000000000011
0010000110100011000110000110101111101111101111101111100000000000000000000
0000001000000000000000001000000000000000000000000000010000000000000000011
1111000000000000011111000000000000000000000001100001100001110001100010000
0001000000000100001101000011000111001101011111011111011111011111000000000
0000000000000000010000001100000000010000000000011000000000000000100000110
0000000001111110000011000000111110000000000110000000000000100000000100000
0001000001000000110000000100000001100001100000010000000000110001000011000
0000000000001100110000000000000110001000011000000000110000110000001000000
0100000010000000010000010000000110000000010001000000001100000000100010000
0000010000000100000100000001000000010000000100000000000011000000000110000
0000110000000001000111010110000000000010000000100000000000000100000111110
0000000000010000101110100101101100000010011100100111111101110000111000001
1011100000000010100000111011001000000101000001111110010000001010000011000
0001000001101100000000000000000000000000000000000111000001000000000000001
1101010001010101010100111000000000101010100000000000000001010000000000000
0111110000000000000000111111111000000000000111000000011100000000011000000
0000011000000011010000000001011000001100110000000110011000010001010000010
1000100001000100100010010001000000001000101000100000000000010000100001000
0000000001000000000100000000000000100101000000000001111001111101001111000
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The Arecibo Message
The 73 tall x 23 wide looks like magic!
How to count 1 to 10
Numbers 1, 6, 7, 8, 15 (atomic numbers of
hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus –
atoms in DNA)
DNA Nucleotides
DNA Double Helix, number of nucleotides
Human (height on left, population on right)
Map of solar system
Arecibo Telescope

00000010101010000000000
00101000001010000000100
10001000100010010110010
10101010101010100100100
00000000000000000000000
00000000000011000000000
00000000001101000000000
00000000001101000000000
00000000010101000000000
00000000011111000000000
00000000000000000000000
11000011100011000011000
10000000000000110010000
11010001100011000011010
11111011111011111011111
00000000000000000000000
00010000000000000000010
00000000000000000000000
00001000000000000000001
11111000000000000011111
00000000000000000000000
11000011000011100011000
10000000100000000010000
11010000110001110011010
11111011111011111011111
00000000000000000000000
00010000001100000000010
00000000001100000000000
00001000001100000000001
11111000001100000011111
00000000001100000000000
00100000000100000000100
00010000001100000001000
00001100001100000010000
00000011000100001100000
00000000001100110000000
00000011000100001100000
00001100001100000010000
00010000001000000001000
00100000001100000000100
01000000001100000000100
01000000000100000001000
00100000001000000010000
00010000000000001100000
00001100000000110000000
00100011101011000000000
00100000001000000000000
00100000111110000000000
00100001011101001011011
00000010011100100111111
10111000011100000110111
00000000010100000111011
00100000010100000111111
00100000010100000110000
00100000110110000000000
00000000000000000000000
00111000001000000000000
00111010100010101010101
00111000000000101010100
00000000000000101000000
00000000111110000000000
00000011111111100000000
00001110000000111000000
00011000000000001100000
00110100000000010110000
01100110000000110011000
01000101000001010001000
01000100100010010001000
00000100010100010000000
00000100001000010000000
00000100000000010000000
00000001001010000000000
01111001111101001111000
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00010000001100000001000
00001100001100000010000
00000011000100001100000
00000000001100110000000
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01000000000100000001000
00100000001000000010000
00010000000000001100000
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00100000001000000000000
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The Pioneer Plaque
Each spacecraft carried a
Golden Plaque about Earth, in
case some civilization
stumbles across our lonely
spacecraft
Silhouette of Pioneer
Human figures
Pulsar map to find Earth
Map of solar system
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The Voyager Record
Each spacecraft carried a
Golden Record about Earth, in
case some civilization stumbles
across our lonely spacecraft
Greetings in 55 languages
115 images of life on Earth
90 minutes of music – Earth’s
Greatest Hits
See the book Murmurs of Earth
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Listening
We can send, but we can also
listen.
Is someone out there sending
messages to us?
SETI is the ongoing search for
signals from space.
Limited by telescope time.
It was once limited by
computer analysis time, but
seti@home has changed that
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What have we heard?

Big Ear Radio Telescope
19

What have we heard?
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What have we heard?
August 1977, Big Ear at
Ohio State University
detected a signal that
unmistakably wasn’t static
The Wow! Signal came from
the general direction of the
galactic center
We have never detected a
repeat
Arguments against it being a
signal is the lack of
repetition (NB: Arecibo
message was never repeated)
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Last thoughts...
"Sometimes I think we're alone. Sometimes I think we're
not. In either case, the thought is staggering."
-R. Buckminster Fuller

Pick up a Drake Puzzle Activity to practice on your own!
Solution online at: www.physics.usu.edu/shane/science/drakePuzzle/
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